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senscommon
ALL-COMMUTE OVERCOAT

Amsterdam, May 2019 - senscommon's products are designed to enhance urban living. The
all-commute overcoat is a durable, all-season, wind and water proof outer layer for those who
never stop - an elegant lifestyle essential fitting all forms of urban commuting including cycling.
This piece of outerwear comes from where the rigours of daily life meet textile technology and
the garment construction influences the total look.
Product details:
Wind & water proof yet breathable
Seated position adapted
Snaps around legs protectively
Clear peripheral vision hood
Forward fitted sleeves
Ultralight, packable in a flat, A4 pouch
Entirely seam-taped
Teflon coated, dirt repellent
57% Nylon 43% PE
Made in Europe

The all-commute overcoat, German Design Award 2019 winner, previously shortlisted in the
Muji Design Award and ISPO Brandnew competition, has proven to be unbeatably the most
comfortable and lower body protecting raincoat there is, discreetly adapted to all your needs
while on commute.

Main innovative features

The all-commute overcoat is an easy to wear garment that can be placed over all your jackets
and coats. By pushing the buttons at the hem of the coat, it will snap around your legs. This will
protect you from head to knees. The coat is adjustable, fits easily and is for all sexes. The
overcoat can be worn throughout the year, is made of light weight materials and assures you
comfort. The overcoat isn’t just ideal for your daily commute, it has become the must-have item
while traveling, during the festivals season or for a forrest walk.

Continuously available on senscommon.com and at selected retailers in Europe, this product is
part of a growing range of coats and bags for the discerning, modern commuter
by senscommon.
About senscommon
senscommon is an Amsterdam based, innovative, lifestyle design studio focusing to enhance
daily life products by the use of smarter materials. In the era of produce overload, senscommon
aims to change why and how new clothing is designed, produced and consumed. The brand
releases contemporary, urban lifestyle solutions for the discerning, mobile professionals.
senscommon is for the rest-less-travel-minded-go-everywhere individuals who explore far and
wide, demanding the wellbeing to get ahead of the rest. Laura Šilinska, founder and designer of
senscommon, uses haute-couture design knowledge gleaned from a past in Paris. Having
worked for Alexis Mabille and Viktor&Rolf prior to starting her brand, Laura blends her nerdy
passion for textile technology, innovation and utilitarianism with couture principles of shape
building and luxury finishings.
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We are an Amsterdam based sales and PR consulting agency. We pride ourselves on being flexible enough to
adapt to any situation and tough enough to ensure things get moving. We love to drink good coffee, hear your
story and learn how we can help you and your brand.
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